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OverviewOverview

�� Description of the problemDescription of the problem

�� Variability of design weights and extreme design weightsVariability of design weights and extreme design weights

�� Main ideaMain idea

�� Smooth design weights through modellingSmooth design weights through modelling

�� Justification (empirical + theoretical)Justification (empirical + theoretical)

�� Extensions / Applications Extensions / Applications 

�� Stratum jumpers, data analysis (estimating equations), Stratum jumpers, data analysis (estimating equations), 
nonresponsenonresponse weight adjustment and calibrationweight adjustment and calibration



Survey sampling setSurvey sampling set--upup

�� Finite population : Finite population : UU

�� Objective:Objective:

�� Estimation of finite population parametersEstimation of finite population parameters

�� Example:Example:

�� Vector of population totals : Vector of population totals : 

�� yy is the vector of variables of interestis the vector of variables of interest

�� YY : matrix of population : matrix of population yy--valuesvalues

∑ ∈
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Sampling designSampling design

�� Selection of a random sample Selection of a random sample SS using a sampling designusing a sampling design

�� A sampling design is defined by:A sampling design is defined by:

1)1) The set of all possible samplesThe set of all possible samples

2)2)The probability                          of selecting each samplThe probability                          of selecting each sample e ss

�� ZZ : matrix of design variables : matrix of design variables zz (e.g., strata indicators, size (e.g., strata indicators, size 
measure, …)measure, …)

�� II : random vector of sample inclusion indicators: random vector of sample inclusion indicators

knowing knowing I I is equivalent to knowing is equivalent to knowing 

�� Sampling design :Sampling design : ( | )F I Z

{ }1: =∈= kIUkS

( | )p S s= Z



DesignDesign--based theorybased theory

�� So far, 3 quantities have been defined: So far, 3 quantities have been defined: II, , ZZ and and YY

�� DesignDesign--based inference:based inference:

�� Inference is made with respect to the Inference is made with respect to the KNOWNKNOWN

sampling design: sampling design: only only II is taken to be randomis taken to be random

�� Selection probability:Selection probability:

( | , ) ( | )F F=I Z Y I Z

( ) Pr( 1| , ) ( | , )k k p kI E Iπ = = =Z Z Y Z Y



Basic designBasic design--based estimatorbased estimator

�� Design weight:Design weight:

�� HorvitzHorvitz--Thompson (HT) estimator:Thompson (HT) estimator:

�� HT estimator is HT estimator is pp--unbiased:unbiased:

�� No assumption/model is required for this No assumption/model is required for this 

property            property            Nonparametric approachNonparametric approach

ˆ HT
k k k k kk S k U
w w I

∈ ∈
= =∑ ∑yT y y

( )ˆ | ,HT

p =y yE T Z Y T

( ) 1 ( )k k kw w π≡ =Z Z



What’s the problem with this theory?What’s the problem with this theory?

�� The HT estimator is designThe HT estimator is design--unbiased but it can unbiased but it can 

be quite unstable whenbe quite unstable when

�� the design weights are weakly associated the design weights are weakly associated 

with the variables of interest andwith the variables of interest and

�� are widely dispersed (with perhaps are widely dispersed (with perhaps 

extreme weights)extreme weights)

�� See Rao(1966) and See Rao(1966) and BasuBasu (1971)(1971)

�� Problem of efficiency but not of validityProblem of efficiency but not of validity



A first solutionA first solution

�� Assumption:Assumption: The design weights are not The design weights are not 

associated with the associated with the y--variables variables 

�� If this assumption is true, the design weights do If this assumption is true, the design weights do 

not bring any information about the parameters not bring any information about the parameters 

to be estimated and can thus be thrown awayto be estimated and can thus be thrown away

�� This led This led RaoRao (1966) to suggest the estimator:(1966) to suggest the estimator:
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A first solutionA first solution

�� Rao’sRao’s estimator is not designestimator is not design--unbiased butunbiased but

�� Its bias should be small if the assumption holdsIts bias should be small if the assumption holds

�� Its (modelIts (model--design) variance is smaller than the design) variance is smaller than the 

(model(model--design) variance of the HT estimatordesign) variance of the HT estimator

�� Rao’sRao’s estimator is closely related to:estimator is closely related to:

( )ˆ ˆ ˆ,
kFS k S
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Simulation studySimulation study

�� Population: 50,000 unitsPopulation: 50,000 units

�� Design variable:Design variable:

�� Three variables of interest: Three variables of interest: 

�� Coefficients of correlation:Coefficients of correlation:

�� Sampling design: Sampling design: ppspps ((RaoRao--SampfordSampford) of size 500) of size 500

0.5 exp( 30)k zz µ= + =

( ) ( )30 (0,2000) , 1,2,3i i

k ky z N iβ= + + =

(1) (2) (3)0 ; 0.01 ; 0.8yz yz yzρ ρ ρ= = =



Simulation studySimulation study

�� Relative bias of an estimator (RB):Relative bias of an estimator (RB):

�� Relative efficiency of an estimator (RE):Relative efficiency of an estimator (RE):

�� RB and RE are approximated by selecting 50,000 RB and RE are approximated by selecting 50,000 
samplessamples

�� This is a designThis is a design--based simulation experimentbased simulation experiment

(design) biasof an estimator
RB 100%

yT
= ×

(design) MSEof an estimator
RE 100%

(design) MSEof theHTestimator
= ×



Simulation results: RB (%)Simulation results: RB (%)

73.3473.3412.0512.05--0.770.77FS (FS (RaoRao))

--0.020.02--0.010.010.060.06HTHT

(strong (strong corcor.).)(weak (weak corcor.).)(no (no corcor.).)
EstimatorEstimator

(2) 0.01yzρ = (3) 0.8yzρ =
(1) 0yzρ =



Simulation results: RE (%)Simulation results: RE (%)

430954309514514545.045.0FS (FS (RaoRao))

100100100100100100HTHT

(strong (strong corcor.).)(weak (weak corcor.).)(no (no corcor.).)
EstimatorEstimator

(2) 0.01yzρ = (3) 0.8yzρ =
(1) 0yzρ =



Alternatives to HT or FS estimatorsAlternatives to HT or FS estimators

�� WinsorizationWinsorization of design weightsof design weights

�� Issue:Issue: an appropriate an appropriate winsorizationwinsorization cutcut--off for off for 
one variable of interest may not be appropriate one variable of interest may not be appropriate 
for another            for another            a compromise is needed in a compromise is needed in 
multipurpose surveys : multipurpose surveys : How to achieve it?How to achieve it?

�� The efficiency gains, if any, are usually modestThe efficiency gains, if any, are usually modest

�� Why? It does not address the real problem (i.e., Why? It does not address the real problem (i.e., 
large weights are not necessarily a problem) and large weights are not necessarily a problem) and 
only few weights are modifiedonly few weights are modified



Alternatives to HT or FS estimatorsAlternatives to HT or FS estimators

�� Prediction approach (modelPrediction approach (model--based approach)based approach)

�� Inference:Inference:

�� Distribution is not controlled by the survey statistician: Distribution is not controlled by the survey statistician: 

a model is requireda model is required

�� Note:                       is a random variable in this Note:                       is a random variable in this 

approachapproach

�� RoyallRoyall (1970, 1976) proposed the BLUP (Best (1970, 1976) proposed the BLUP (Best 

Linear Unbiased Predictor) ofLinear Unbiased Predictor) of

),|( IZYF
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Alternatives to HT or FS estimatorsAlternatives to HT or FS estimators

�� The BLUP is obtained by finding weights thatThe BLUP is obtained by finding weights that

1)1) minimize the model variance of the prediction errorminimize the model variance of the prediction error

2)2) under the constraint that the resulting predictor is modelunder the constraint that the resulting predictor is model--
unbiased (i.e., the model expectation of the prediction unbiased (i.e., the model expectation of the prediction 
error is equal to 0) error is equal to 0) 

�� Equivalent to calibration (Deville and Equivalent to calibration (Deville and SärndalSärndal, 1992) , 1992) 
but does not use the design weights (Chambers, but does not use the design weights (Chambers, 
1996)1996)

�� Issue:Issue: Specifying and validating the model in Specifying and validating the model in 
multipurpose surveys may be a huge taskmultipurpose surveys may be a huge task



Weight smoothingWeight smoothing

�� Smoothing is used to reduce the instability of Smoothing is used to reduce the instability of 

the HT estimator: the HT estimator: 

�� Smoothed weight:Smoothed weight:

�� The idea is to remove noise from the The idea is to remove noise from the 

weights and only keep the “useful” portionweights and only keep the “useful” portion

�� Why conditioning on Why conditioning on II and and YY when taking the when taking the 

expectation?expectation?

( )ˆ | ,SHT HT

k kk S
wξ ∈

= =∑y yT E T I Y yɶ ɶ

( | , )k kw E wξ= I Yɶ



Weight smoothingWeight smoothing

�� Issue:Issue: is unknown! is unknown! 

�� Solution:Solution: Model the design weights to obtain an Model the design weights to obtain an 

estimated smoothed weightestimated smoothed weight

�� Smoothed HT estimator:Smoothed HT estimator:

�� An obvious unbiased estimator is:An obvious unbiased estimator is:

�� It is biasIt is bias--robust but inefficient: robust but inefficient: only one only one 

observation is used to estimateobservation is used to estimate

( | , )k kw E wξ= I Yɶ

ˆ
kw

ˆ ˆSHT

k kk S
w

∈
=∑yT y

ˆ
k kw w=

Leads to HT estimator

kwɶ



A possible modelA possible model

�� Model (required for sample units            only):Model (required for sample units            only):

�� It can alternatively be written asIt can alternatively be written as

�� can be estimated using can be estimated using UNWEIGHTED UNWEIGHTED 

OLSOLS

�� Why? Because conditioning is on Why? Because conditioning is on II

( )1 exp , ( )k k k k kw ε′= + + =h β h h y

( )ln 1k k kw ε′− = +h β

β

k S∈



A possible modelA possible model

�� Assuming normality of the errors:Assuming normality of the errors:

�� The estimated smoothed weight       is obtained by The estimated smoothed weight       is obtained by 

estimating      andestimating      and

�� could be estimated by computing the could be estimated by computing the 

variance of residuals within homogeneous groupsvariance of residuals within homogeneous groups

�� Beaumont (2008) avoids the normality assumption           Beaumont (2008) avoids the normality assumption           

( )2

,( | , ) 1 exp 2k k k kw E wξ εσ′= = + +I Y h βɶ

ˆ
kw

β
2

,kεσ

2

,kεσ



Graph of residuals for sample 1 Graph of residuals for sample 1 vsvs
(1)y



Graph of residuals for sample 1 Graph of residuals for sample 1 vsvs
(2)y



Graph of residuals for sample 1 Graph of residuals for sample 1 vsvs
(3)y



Simulation results: RB (%)Simulation results: RB (%)

--0.020.02--0.010.010.060.06
HTHT

--2.232.23--2.012.01--2.782.78SHTSHT

73.3473.3412.0512.05--0.770.77FS (FS (RaoRao))

(strong (strong corcor.).)(weak (weak corcor.).)(no (no corcor.).)
EstimatorEstimator

(2) 0.01yzρ = (3) 0.8yzρ =(1) 0yzρ =



Simulation results: RE (%)Simulation results: RE (%)

100100100100100100HTHT

96.296.259.359.360.860.8SHTSHT

430954309514514545.045.0FS (FS (RaoRao))

(strong (strong corcor.).)(weak (weak corcor.).)(no (no corcor.).)
EstimatorEstimator

(2) 0.01yzρ = (3) 0.8yzρ =(1) 0yzρ =



Two extreme special cases of the Two extreme special cases of the 

SHT estimatorSHT estimator

�� Case 1: No associationCase 1: No association

�� Model:Model:

�� Leads to the FS estimator (smoothed weight = Leads to the FS estimator (smoothed weight = 

average weight)average weight)

�� Case 2: Perfect associationCase 2: Perfect association

�� Model:Model:

�� Leads to the HT estimator (smoothed weight = Leads to the HT estimator (smoothed weight = 

design weight)design weight)

k kw β ε= +

( )k kw g= y No error term



Theoretical justificationTheoretical justification

�� Weight smoothing leads to design biasWeight smoothing leads to design bias (but (but 

should be small if the model is properly specified)should be small if the model is properly specified)

�� Proposed approach to inference:Proposed approach to inference:

�� Similar to designSimilar to design--based approach as it conditions based approach as it conditions 

on on Y              Y              allows us toallows us to avoid modellingavoid modelling YY

�� The HT estimator remains unbiased under this The HT estimator remains unbiased under this 

modelmodel--design approachdesign approach

( )| ,SHT

p ≠y yE T Z Y Tɶ

( , | )F I Z Y



Theoretical justificationTheoretical justification

�� known:known: By the By the RaoRao--Blackwell theorem,Blackwell theorem,

��

��

�� unknown:unknown: If a linear model holds and is used If a linear model holds and is used 

to estimate      ,to estimate      ,

��

��

( )|SHT

pEξ ′ ′=
y y

λ T Y λ Tɶ

( ) ( )ˆvar | var |SHT HT

p pξ ξ
′ ′≤

y y
λ T Y λ T Yɶ

No bias

kwɶ

( )ˆ |SHT

pEξ ′ ′=
y y

λ T Y λ T

( ) ( )ˆ ˆvar | var |SHT HT

p pξ ξ
′ ′≤

y y
λ T Y λ T Y

No bias

kwɶ

kwɶ



Variance estimationVariance estimation

�� EstimateEstimate

�� Depends on the validity of the model for the design Depends on the validity of the model for the design 

weightsweights

�� An alternative is to estimate the design MSE:An alternative is to estimate the design MSE:

�� Does not need the validity of the modelDoes not need the validity of the model

�� Worked well in a simulation study Worked well in a simulation study 

( )ˆvar |SHT

pξ
′

y
λ T Y

( ){ }2
ˆ | ,SHT

pE ′ ′−y yλ T λ T Z Y



Stratum jumpersStratum jumpers

�� What’s a stratum jumper?What’s a stratum jumper?

�� A unit that is put in some design stratum based on A unit that is put in some design stratum based on 

frame information (     ) but that would have been frame information (     ) but that would have been 

put in another stratum based on collection put in another stratum based on collection 

information (         ) information (         ) 

�� What’s the problem?What’s the problem?

�� Inefficiency:Inefficiency: A unit with a large A unit with a large yy--value can be value can be 

inadvertently assigned a large design weight inadvertently assigned a large design weight 

Z

col
Z



A simple exampleA simple example

128050
Sum over the sample 

units

3140SS

311SL

19LL

Design 

weight

Number of 

units

Design 

stratum

Collection 

stratum



Weight smoothing for Weight smoothing for 

stratum jumpersstratum jumpers

�� Assumption:Assumption:

�� Implies that:Implies that:

�� Model:Model:

�� Smoothed weight is simply the average of the Smoothed weight is simply the average of the 
design weights within collection strata design weights within collection strata 
(Beaumont and (Beaumont and RivestRivest 2007, 2008)2007, 2008)

( | , , ) ( | , )col colF F=Y Z Z I Y Z I

( | , , ) ( | , )col colF F=Z Z Y I Z Z I

( | , , ) ( )col col

k k kw E w gξ= =I Z Y zɶ



A simple exampleA simple example

1253  (1280)1253  (1280)1280128050
Sum over the 

sample units

31    (31.7)31    (31.7)313140SS

4       (4.1)4       (4.1)4311SL

1       (1.0)1       (1.0)419LL

Smoothed 

weight (with 

constraint)

Smoothed 

weight

Design 

weight

Number 

of units

Design 

stratum

Collection 

stratum



Bootstrap relative efficiencies for the Bootstrap relative efficiencies for the 

Workplace and Employee SurveyWorkplace and Employee Survey

100100100100100100100100100100
DesignDesign--

basedbased

112.5112.5155.8155.8112.9112.9107.8107.8108.3108.3
WinsorWinsor. . 

weightsweights

89.189.110010095.395.343.443.440.740.7MM--estimatestimat..

46.446.4246.9246.973.373.331.431.441.941.9SmoothedSmoothed

EstimatorEstimator 1y 2y 3y 4y 5y



Estimating equationsEstimating equations

�� We may be interested in estimating model We may be interested in estimating model 

parameters about the distribution of  parameters about the distribution of  yy given given xx

�� Usual weighted estimating equation (Binder, Usual weighted estimating equation (Binder, 

1983):1983):

�� May be inefficient due to using design weightsMay be inefficient due to using design weights

( ), ;k k k kk S
w u y

∈
=∑ x β 0



Estimating equationsEstimating equations

�� To increase efficiency, To increase efficiency, PfeffermannPfeffermann and and 

SverchkovSverchkov (1999) suggested:(1999) suggested:

�� This idea could be combined with weight This idea could be combined with weight 

smoothing for more efficiency gains:smoothing for more efficiency gains:

( )
( ), ;

| 1,

k
k k kk S

k k k

w
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E w Iξ
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=
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( )

( )
| 1, ,

, ;
| 1,

k k k k

k k kk S
k k k
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u y

E w I

ξ

ξ
∈
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=
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x
x β 0
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NonresponseNonresponse weight adjustmentweight adjustment

�� ReweightedReweighted HT estimator:HT estimator:

�� Smooth the weight adjustment      :Smooth the weight adjustment      :

�� This leads to the Smoothed This leads to the Smoothed ReweightedReweighted HT est.:HT est.:

ˆ
r

RHT

k k kk S
w a

∈
=∑yT y

ka

( | , ) , fork k k k ra E a w k Sξ= ∈yɶ

ˆ ˆ
r

SRHT

k k kk S
w a

∈
=∑yT y
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CalibrationCalibration

�� Calibration consists of finding weights        close Calibration consists of finding weights        close 
to the design weights and satisfying the to the design weights and satisfying the 
calibration equationcalibration equation

�� Case 1:Case 1: EstimateEstimate

�� The calibration equation is lostThe calibration equation is lost

�� Case 2:Case 2: and then calibrateand then calibrate

�� Possibly less efficient but calibration is preservedPossibly less efficient but calibration is preserved

C

kw

C

k kk S
w

∈
=∑ xx T

( | , , )k kw E wξ= I X Yɶ

( | , )C C

k kw E wξ= I Yɶ



ConclusionConclusion

�� Main idea:Main idea: Smooth survey weights so as to Smooth survey weights so as to 

extract their useful portionextract their useful portion

�� Main advantage:Main advantage: smoothing increases smoothing increases 

efficiencyefficiency

�� Main disadvantage:Main disadvantage: the validity of a model is the validity of a model is 

required (implies model validation diagnostics)required (implies model validation diagnostics)

�� Nonparametric methods? Nonparametric methods? 
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Thanks Thanks -- MerciMerci

Pour plus Pour plus 

d’information, d’information, 

veuillez contacterveuillez contacter

For more For more 

information information 

please contactplease contact

JeanJean--François BeaumontFrançois Beaumont

JeanJean--Francois.Beaumont@statcan.gc.caFrancois.Beaumont@statcan.gc.ca


